Considerable interest has been recently devoted to random models exhibiting, in addition to longrange magnetic order, the spin-glass phase. We purpose a model belonging to this category. It consists of N quantum spin-1 objects arranged on a threedimensional lattice, characterized by the hamiltonian N J;j are random nearest neighbor exchange energies with P (Jij) = p6 (Jij -J ) + ( l -p) 6 (Jij + 3) , J > 0; p < 1 represents the fraction of ferromagnetic, (1 -p) of antiferromagnetic bonds. S r , (a = x, y, z ) are the components of the spin-1 operator at site i (Sr = 0 3i-1 @I SP 8 l 3~-i ). Bi is an external field; Dx and D, are single-ion anisotropy terms. We are particularly interested in the investigation of the influence of D, and D, on the spin-glass phase.
Our model is analyzed utilizing the effective Bamiltonian method (Oguchi and Ono [I] ) generalized to random systems [2-41. In this context, we introduce the one-and two-spin density matrices PI = exp (LI~S, + PD,S; + PD, s:) , 
self-consistency condition with
Moreover from (4) we have
From (6) and (11) The threshold values are .evaluated considering second order transitions only. However, first order transitions can be expected, slightly lowering the above thresholds [6] . Their analysis requires a more accurate investi5ation and will be performed in future papers.
